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Contact

The network is based in Stuttgart, supported by a coordination office
that provides the mentioned services to the members. This office is 
actively pursuing the aims of the network Cities for Mobility together
with the members. 

For more information, please contact:
City of Stuttgart
Cities for Mobility
Marktplatz 1
70173 Stuttgart
Germany
Phone: + 49 (0)711/216-17 88 or +49 (0)711/216-85 01
Fax: + 49 (0)711/216-61 05
Email: cfm@stuttgart.de
Internet: http://www.cities-for-mobility.org

The world wide network
for mobility



Dear Madam or Sir,

The City of Stuttgart – capital of the federal state of Baden-
Württemberg – and its partners from economy, science,
research and development invite you to participate actively 
in the global network Cities for Mobility.

The importance of cities as living space for people is growing.
More than half of the world population today lives in cities.
Cities are the engine of economic and social development.
They are also the places where the ecological and social 
challenges of the 21st century are particularly pronounced.
Part of these challenges are also the growing mobility and 
the accessibility of our cities. 

In the global network Cities for Mobility, we want to search 
for common ways towards sustainable mobility – meaning a
mobility which is accessible to all, environmentally-friendly and 
economy-focused. In this endeavor, we would like to cooperate
closely with experts from the economy, universities and research
institutions as well as nongovernmental organizations. 

I am looking forward to your collaboration. 
Yours respectfully

Dr. Wolfgang Schuster
Mayor of the City of Stuttgart

› Cities

› Businesses and corporations 

› Nonprofit organizations 

› Nongovernmental organizations

› Educational and research institutions

are invited to become members in the network Cities for Mobility.

You have access to the home page services and the mobility forum. 
You will also receive the electronic newsletter.

Additionally, the services of the coordination office for counseling on
projects and searching for experts are at your disposal. 

Your membership is free of charge until the end of 2007. 

Premium Partners

Up to ten corporations linked to questions of mobility in a particular way
can become ”Premium Partners”. 

In addition to the services for members described above, you receive
special opportunities to present yourself on the internet, in publications
and during events. In exchange, you are requested to intensively con-
tribute to the issues of the network. 

Join now!



The City of Stuttgart has been 
founded more than 1000 years ago
named ”Stutengarten” meaning a
stud farm. 120 years ago, the first
automobile world wide was developed
in Stuttgart. Ever since our city has
been a symbol for innovation and pro-
gress in mobility. Leading corporations
of the automobile industry most
notably DaimlerChrysler, Porsche or
Bosch have their headquarters here. 

Additionally, a large number of re-
search and development centers at the
University of Stuttgart, the Fraunhofer
and the Max Planck institutes as well
as other institutions form a regional
network for mobility which is unique
in the world. Stuttgart has been es-
tablished as the world wide leading
competence center for mobility.

At the same time, our companies
with their research, development
and production as well as research
institutions successfully cooperate
in a global network.

Stuttgart has initiated and created
the European-Latin American city
network ”Control of Urban Mobi-
lity” with funding from the Euro-
pean Commission between 2000
and 2003 and has independently
continued its coordination and
leadership since 2004. 

Today 260 cities and companies
from 33 countries in Latin America,
Europe, Africa, and Asia are part of
this network. Many of these cities
have initiated and continue to
initiate innovative mobility projects.

Stuttgart – 
The Competence Center for Mobility

The gate to the world: 
The Stuttgart Airport 

Successfully tested in Stuttgart: Environmentally-
friendly bus with fuel cell technology

Manufactured in Stuttgart: The Porsche 911 Turbo and the first automobile – the Benz Patent Motor Car (1886)

Objectives
The work within the European-Latin
American URB-AL network has re-
vealed that all cities face comparable
challenges regardless of their geo-
graphical location, size or economic
situation. There are neither simple
nor unidimensional solutions. Sus-
tainable mobility rather depends on: 

1. a socially just mobility in order
to secure the necessary access of
all people to mobility,

2. an economy-focused mobility
in order to secure jobs and the
competitiveness of the economic
location through an optimized
accessibility and a well estab-
lished and functioning traffic
situation within the city, 

3. an environmentally-friendly
mobility in order to reduce emis-
sions and the consumption of
resources through an intelligent
mixture of the modes of trans-
portation and by doing so con-
tributing to a higher quality of
life in our cities. 

1. A socially just mobility: 

Mobility is a basic condition for the
participation in the labor market, 
the social and political life. Different
opportunities regarding mobility
decide whether we are winners or
losers. Non-participation in mobility
leads to social exclusion. 

Therefore it is indispensable to give
all people access to mobility, for
example people limited in their mobi-
lity such as physically handicapped
people, parents with small children,
people hampered by illness, or older
people, but also poor people who
cannot reach educational institutions,
jobs or shopping malls due to limited
financial resources. It is the task of all
cities to offer mobility services to all
people including the socially or eco-
nomically disadvantaged. 

2. An economy-
focused mobility: 

Traffic is and will continue to be the
artery of the cities. In an export
dependent city such as Stuttgart we
know how important the accessibi-
lity of an economic location through
streets, railways, air, and water is.
Bad traffic and resulting unreliability
or losses of time pose an enormous
obstacle for a dynamic economic
development. Also in this context
the proverb ”time is money” holds
true. A modern traffic management
system can help to keep people and
goods moving in the cities aided by
intelligent technologies and concepts. 

Cities for Mobility – Mobility for Cities



Real mobility is increasingly tied to vir-
tual mobility. Powerful data connec-
tions are just as important as mobile
communication. They supplement the
increasing mobility of people and the
growing transportation of goods
which will continue to intensify due to
economic globalization. 

3. An environmentally- 
friendly mobility: 

Growing demands for mobility and
increasing traffic in our cities require
new answers. The present patterns
of mobility can be neither simply
transferred nor durably maintained
in less developed countries – already
for the reasons of high emissions
and growing energy consumption.
The advantages of motorized indi-
vidual traffic are opposed by grave
disadvantages for the quality of life
for the people and a bad environ-
mental situation. Considering social
and economic needs, we need to
find environmentally-friendly means
of mobility, new approaches in city
planning, changing traffic concepts,
financial incentives or toll collection

systems as well as optimized auto-
motive technologies. This will lead to
less emission, new propulsion tech-
nologies, and alternative energies.
Not least, we need a new public
awareness. 

This and a number of other possibili-
ties and options are to be taken 
into account in order to arrive at an
environmentally-friendly mobility in
our cities. 

The network provides a forum for
local administrations, traffic com-
panies, businesses, universities, and
other partners. Together we want to
develop innovative concepts to be
implemented in as many cities as 
possible. The cooperation within the
network strengthens the role of local
administrations in all aspects of
urban mobility. Cities for Mobility 
is the first address for cities seeking 
to put their traffic systems on a 
sustainable social, economic, and 
ecologic base. 

”Well utilized” public bus in Bangkok

Shaping the 
future together

Cities for Mobility – 
Your Partner for Mobility

United Cities and Local Governments
Cités et Gouvernements Locaux Unis
Ciudades y Gobiernos Locales Unidos

The network Cities for Mobility has to
offer a range of useful services. With
your active participation you can 
create a situation for yourself and the
other members that will be mutually
beneficial. 

1. Information and
communication

� Internet forum 
At the web address
http://www.cities-for-mobility.org,
all important informations and
partners to contact will be 
available. 

� An electronic newsletter
informs regularly, especially on
best practice solutions.

� A mobility forum provides the
opportunity to discuss problems
and to communicate solutions
that have already been success-
fully implemented in other
cities. 

� A calendar of events brings
mobility events of the members
and partners to your attention.

� Advice: The coordination office
provides advice to network mem-
bers seeking to apply for grants
from national and international
programs or wishing to create
industrial partnerships for the
implementation of model or pilot
projects in the participating cities. 

� Connecting with experts: 
The coordination office supports
members of the network in their
search for experts on specific
questions.  

2. Events

� An annual mobility congress
serves as a forum for encounters
and the exchange of experience
between municipal traffic experts,
scientists, and entrepreneurs. It also
is a forum to find project partners
and to present innovative solutions. 

� The ”Mobility Summit for 
Mayors” will develop sustainable
concepts for local mobility policy.

� Regional congresses in the mem-
ber cities facilitate and intensify 
network contacts in the different 
regions of the world and support
the implementation of innovative
mobility concepts on a local basis. 

3. Patrons of the 
network Cities for
Mobility:

The network Cities for Mobility is open
to cooperations with organizations
working to achieve sustainable 
mobility. The following organizations 
support the creation of the network

� Union Internationale 
des Transports Publics
(UITP, Brussels)

� Gesellschaft für Tech-
nische Zusammenarbeit
(GTZ, Eschborn )

� United Cities and 
Local Governments 
(UCLG, Barcelona)

� Institut pour la Ville en 
Mouvement 
(IVM, Paris)



Project Movilization
of the City of Utrecht (Netherlands)

Pilot campaigns for diverse target groups were 
designed to raise the awareness of bicycles as
equal means of transportation in public space and
to augment the utilization of bicycles. Among
other measures, the City of Utrecht established
secure “parking” (bicycle garages), produced 
bicycle road maps, and engaged in a number 
of educational and promotional campaigns.

Partners:
Graz (Austria), Stuttgart, IBC Utrecht, I-CE Bicycle
Consulting (Netherlands), Region Bilbao (Spain),
Rio de Janeiro, Florianópolis, Rio Claro (Brazil),
Region Atlántico (Columbia), León (Nicaragua),
Arequipa, CICLORED (Peru), Loja (Ecuador),
MINVU (Chile), FOVUS University of Stuttgart

http://www.urbalcyclinginfo.org 

Project Cultura
of the City of Graz (Austria)

”Soft” measures such as events, information,
awareness raising activities, and successful 
marketing strategies were integrated into the
work of planers. The awareness for the positive
effects of ”soft” measures among decision
makers, politicians, media etc. in Europe and Latin
America is increased in order to reduce energy
consumption in traffic within the cities and to
support the idea and the motivation to create 
car-pools and the like. 

Partners:
Gent (Belgium), Criciúma, Erechim, Vitoria (Brazil),
Buenos Aires (Argentina), Santiago-La Pintana
(Chile), Cuenca (Ecuador), Region Bilbao, 
Valladolid (Spain), FGM-AMOR (Austria)

http://www.mobility-cultura.net

Successful projects from the network

Cycle path at the Copacabana
in Rio de Janeiro

Relaxed reading in the bus to
work in Graz

Project Moviman
of the City of Stuttgart 

Mobility managers were introduced in the in-
dustrial districts of Stuttgart, Porto Alegre and
Cartagena. They act as intermediaries between
public authorities and traffic companies with the
aim to guarantee a rational traffic flow which is
environmentally-friendly.

Partners:
Curitiba, Criciúma, Porto Alegre (Brazil), Leicester
(Great Britain), Region Bilbao (Spain), San Salvador
(El Salvador), Cartagena de Indias (Columbia),
Wirtschafts- und Industrievereinigung Stuttgart
e.V. (Business and Industrial Association), ISVS 
University of Stuttgart

http://www.stuttgart.de/europa/moviman 

Project Promoteo
of the Region Madrid (Spain)

The public transportation systems in conurbations
are to be optimized aiming at a sustainable mobili-
ty in each of them. More than a total of 50 million
people live in the conurbation of the partners. 

Partners:
Mexico-City, Lima (Peru), La Paz (Bolivia), Porto
Alegre, Region Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), San Salvador
(El Salvador), Bogotá (Columbia), Zaragoza, RENFE
Cercanías (Spain), Stuttgart

http://www.promoteo.org

”Control of Urban Mobility“ 

Industrial district in 
Porto Alegre

Public Transportation in Bogota


